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Easing Improved Outlook, Cautious On Fundamental/Price Divergence  

Investment Strategy Summary 

Surprise 

Topics 

 RBA: Low Inflation Vs. Strong Employment, RBA 2Q19 Rate Cut 

Chance High 

 AUD: AUD Weakness Continues Amid Rate Cut Sentiment 

 Brazil: Inflation Moderate, BCB To Continue Low Rate Policy 

 DXY: DXY Retraced After New High, Consolidation Continues 

Source: Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/5/3 

Market 

Strategy 

 US Equity: Better-than-expected Earnings Boosted Equity To New High, 

Cautious On Correction 

 EM Bonds: Strong DXY Hit Local Currency Bonds, Major Currency 

Sovereign Stable 

Central 

Bank & 

FX/FI 

 Energy: OPEC+ Decision Affects 2H19 Oil Price 

 Commodity: Recovering Demand, Positive On 2Q19 Commodity 
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Economic Data Release Review(4/25-5/1) 

Source: Bloomberg, Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/5/3 

Macro Review 

Release Date Country Economic Data Period Consensus Actual Prior 

04/25/2019 11:27 JP BOJ Policy Balance Rate Apr 25 -0.10% -0.10% -0.10% 

04/25/2019 15:16 ID Bank Indonesia 7D Reverse Repo Apr 25 6.00% 6.00% 6.00% 

04/26/2019 18:30 RU Key Rate Apr 26 7.75% 7.75% 7.75% 

04/29/2019 20:30 US Personal Consumption Mar 0.70% 0.90% -- 

04/30/2019 09:00 CN Manufacturing PMI Apr 50.5 50.1 50.5 

05/01/2019 08:00 KR Export YOY Apr -5.90% -2.00% -8.20% 

05/01/2019 20:15 US ADP Employment Change Apr 180k 275k 129k 

05/01/2019 22:00 US ISM Manufacturing Apr 55 52.8 55.3 

05/02/2019 02:00 US FOMC Rate Decision(Upper Bound) May 1 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 

05/02/2019 02:00 US FOMC Rate Decision(Lower Bound) May 1 2.25% 2.25% 2.25% 

 Macro Data: Major data this week centered around central bank meetings, leading indicators and demand related data. 

DM and EM central banks all kept rates and easing bias unchanged. BOJ amended forward guidance, explicitly 

committing very low rates at least through spring 2020. Low inflation allowed central banks to monitor the outlook longer, 

consistent with some leading indicators improved but with shaky foundation. Korea Apr export growth slid less than prior 

month. China Apr NBS manufacturing PMI retraced to 50.1. Its prior improvement was exaggerated by CNY timing 

mismatch. But trade talk progress and easy funding supported outlook. US new trade talks halted traders and 

manufacturers and weakened manufacturing. US ADP employment surged 275k. Strong labor market would pressurize 

higher wages, leading to 2% inflation target. Fed chairman Powell speech lowered market speculation on rate cuts. 
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Easing Expectation, Economic Data And Financial Results Dominated 

 Country: May FOMC lowered rate cut expectation with rising Fed funds rate and tightening liquidity so US equity 

corrected from historical high. Europe equity was boosted earlier this week by better 1Q19 GDP and Pro-EU PSOE 

winning Spanish election. But later of the week, market easing expectation depressed by Fed chairman Powell speech 

and ISM data disappointment hit market sentiment while falling oil price dragged energy sector down. EM Asia rose 

slightly at 0.6% but A shares performed relatively weak, falling 1% prior Labor Day long holiday. 

 Sector: Sector performance this week was affected by financial results. Healthcare relatively outperformed with good 

financial results from mega players Merck and Pfizer. Oil price and energy sector fell as Trump demanded OPEC+ to 

boost output while US crude inventory increased more than expected. Telecom was weak due to disappointing results. 

 

Market Review 
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Global Equity Index Change Global Sector Index Change 

Source: Bloomberg, past month is for 2018/4/2~2019/5/2, past week is for 2019/4/26~2019/5/2. 

Sector indices based on Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) global 11 sectors. 



 FI: EU corporate bonds were stable, benefiting from return enhancement due to liquidity injected by ECB and risk 

aversion costs. EM major currency bond yield slid 4 bps from last week. EM Europe and Asia relatively outperformed. 

Local currency bonds were lagging behind due to FX volatility. 

 FX: DXY retraced slightly of -0.4% this week so European currencies gained rebound momentum. GBP rose 1% duet 

to progress in Brexit agreement. EM currencies were overall stable but LatAm and ZAR were relatively weak. South 

Africa election would be held on 5/8. Market concerned the current ruling party might not gain sufficient simple majority 

seats, dampening ZAR performance. 

 

 

DXY Retraced, EU Corporate Bonds Benefited From Liquidity And FX  

Market Review 
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Global FX Change (Against USD) Global Bond Index Change 

Source: Bloomberg, past month is for 2018/4/2~2019/5/2, past week is for 2019/4/26~2019/5/2 

Note: Bonds take BAML Bond Index price change in the period. FX is against USD.  



Better Results Boosted Equity To New High, Cautious On Correction 

Source: (Top Right)JPM, 2019/4/26, (Bottom)FactSet, 2019/4/29 

 Better 1Q19 Earnings Boosted Equity To New High: Till 

4/26, 46% of S&P500 composite members released financial 

reports with 76% of them having profits beating consensus, 

higher than historical average. But the proportion of revenue 

outperformance was lower than historical average. 

 Corporate Net Profit Margins Slid In 2nd Quarter, Cautious 

On Correction: S&P500 1Q19 net profit margins slid in 2nd 

quarter. IT, Telecom and energy slid the most YOY due to 

higher costs. Only utilities was the only sector with positive 

growth. As revenue growth slowed, room for earning 

management shrank. The peak of EPS growth has passed 

while price was at new high so we caution on correction risk. 

1Q19 S&P500 Net Profit Margin Slid In 2nd Quarter Only Utilities Net Profit Margin Rose YOY 

IT, Telecom, Energy Sector Net 

Profit Margins Fell The Most 

Better 1Q19 Earnings, Equity New High 

Market Strategy - US Equity 



DXY Retraced After New High, Consolidation Continues 

Source: Bloomberg, 2019/5/2 

US Manufacturing Slid, So Did Euro Zone  DXY Retraced, Consolidation Continues 

 DXY Retraced After New High: DXY breached the YTD consolidation range higher to above 98 in the absence of major 

ECB/Fed news in late Apr. The stronger dollar might reflected relatively stable US economy. Notably US 1Q GDP growth 

rate QOQ released at 3.2%, much higher than market consensus. With 1Q US GDP growth usually underperforming, this 

data was stellar. But DXY rally ended shortly after the release. Disappointing US Apr ISM manufacturing PMI also hit DXY 

to some extent. 

 DXY Consolidation At The High Unlikely To Change: Fed on 5/1 maintained policy rate unchanged and cut IOER by 5 

bps. In the press conference after FOMC, Fed chairman Powell stressed both rate hikes and rate cuts were unlikely at the 

moment, correcting current over-dovish market expectation(interest rate futures market implied a possible rate cut this 

year). Powell also pointed out that current low inflation was transitory so DXY rebounded after Powell speech. Overall, 

though DXY has breached higher, we still believe the upside for DXY would be limited before Fed resumes rate hike. But 

non-US DM economies have not demonstrated clear recovery, supporting DXY to consolidate at the high. 

FX Strategy - DXY 

DXY Daily Chart 

200MA 

US ISM Manufacturing PMI 

China Caixin Manufacturing PMI 

Euro Zone Markit Manufacturing PMI 
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Asia Macro - Australia 

Source: (L)UBS, 1991/1~2019/3, (R)Bloomberg, 2015/4~2019/3 

 Apr RBA Minutes Hinted Rate Cut Scenario Coming: 

Apr RBA minutes pointed out that if the rise in inflation 

halted while unemployment gradually rose, it could not 

rule out the possibility of rate cut. Australia 1Q19 CPI 

growth YOY was only 1.3%, back to the low of early 

2016, lower than RBA forecasted target range of 

2%~3% for 18 consecutive quarters. But another 

constraint for rate cut was strong Australia labor market. 

Mar it had added 25.7k employment, mainly motivated 

by full-time positions. Based on assessment of both 

inflation and employment, the prior Jul rate cut would be 

brought forward to 2Q19 while RBA might reserve 

another rate cut in 3Q19 depending on the impacts.  

Australia Benchmark Rate 

Upward Downward 
2Q19 

3Q19 

1.25% 

1% 

Deviation Realized Quant Voluntary 

Reason: Though recent Australia economic data had 

some bright sides as employment exhibit stability with 

Mar employment addition surged. However, 1Q19 

inflation data were surprisingly low, much worse than 

government expectation. Low inflation might open the 

rate cut window of RBA in 2Q19. Though RBA might hold 

due to the outperforming employment data, we expect 

soonest in May and latest in Jun, RBA would cut the rate 

to 1.25%. 

Low Inflation Vs. Strong Employment, RBA 2Q19 Rate Cut Chance High 

Low Inflation Increased RBA Rate Cut Likelihood Australia Mar Employment Added 25.7K 



RBA Rate Cut Probability Surged 

 Rate Cut Expectation Depressed AUD: Australia 1Q19 CPI YOY was 1.3%, lower than prior 1.8%. CPI was one of 

the important economic indicators RBA focused on. RBA previously believed strong employment data would boost 

future inflation but CPI data released could make RBA to be more dovish. Several IBs also assigned 1~2 RBA rate cuts 

after the data release. RBA forecasted housing investment to be negative to growth and its fall ‘might tail off sooner and 

faster than earlier projected’ with profound slowing risk in the next 1 to 2 years. Considering both internal and external 

factors, market expectation of RBA rate cut increased. On the other hand, Australia household debt ratio was high. With 

housing price slowing, RBA would be more likely to hold. The prior strength of AUD was due to the positive Sino-US 

trade talk. But fundamentally, CPI and housing still hindered growth. We still believe in overall weak AUD in 2019. 

AUD Weakness Continues Amid Rate Cut Sentiment 

Source: Bloomberg, 2019/4/30 

Australia CPI Weaker Than RBA Target 
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各天期OIS 

FX Strategy - AUD 



Inflation Moderate, BCB To Continue Low Rate Policy 

Source: IBGE, BCB, 2019/3, Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/4/30 

1Q19 Growth Slowed More Than Expected Inflation Seasonal Pattern 

 2019 Growth Downgrade + Slowing Inflation: BCB downgraded 2019 growth from 2.4% in Dec 18 to 2%. Reasons of 

downgrade were mainly internal: 1. Brumadinho accident reduced mining output so export growth downward revised from 

5.7% to 3.9%. 2. Soybean output was affected by drought. 3. Tertiary industry was also hit by slowing mining growth. BCB 

3/26 statement indicated base effect could boost inflation to reach recent high in Apr/May. At the same time, seasonal 

effects showed 1H usually would be the peak of inflation. 2Q/3Q inflations were seasonally low. Current inflation is slightly 

higher than 2019 target of 4.25% but still within the 1.5% range so it is still manageable. 

 Rate Meeting: BCB is expected to maintain its rate at historical low of 6.5% unchanged on 5/9. Though Mar CPI 

surprisingly rose to 4.58% of 25-month high. Inflation seasonal pattern would turn moderate in 2Q-3Q. BCB could continue 

its current monetary easing policy. 

America Macro - Brazil 



Strong DXY Hit Local Currency Bonds, Major Currency Sovereign Stable 
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Monetary Easing Expectations Depressed EM Bond Yield: Started by DM countries, monetary easing has spread to 

EM. Though Brazil and Russia might hold their stand, India, Indonesia and Mexico might even cut their rates, dampening 

yield. Most EM yields are currently not far from 5-yr low. Though Turkey and Argentina yields have reached double digits. 

They also faced larger economic and political risks with negative real yield. We do not recommend to chase the market. 

Cautious On Higher Volatility Of EM Local Currency Bonds: Effect of strong dollar started to affect EM bonds 

performance with fund inflow into EM bonds falling to YTD low. EM currencies volatility also started to amplify. It was 

mainly because 1. US/EU trade conflict uncertainty could shock the financial markets. 2. Global economy was still weak 

though it is bottoming. Low volatility environment of EM currencies might change. 3. EM currencies and AUD were highly 

correlated while AUD was very weak at the moment. EM major currency sovereign could have better risk-adjusted return 

under the environment of strong dollar. 

Credit Bond Strategy- EM Bond 

Multiple EM Bond Yields Approached 5-yr Low FX contribution To Local Currency Bonds Lower 

Source: ICE Data Indices, 2019/4/26, Compiled by CTBC Bank 

Total Return Index (Normalized) 



Middle East Fiscal Breakeven Oil Price High 

OPEC+ Decision Affects 2H19 Oil Price 
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 1Q19 Energy Sector Mixed: Major difference was from 

downstream refinery cornered by petro inventory. We expect 

global exploration would be more than North America with 

growth in crude oil output and higher refinery profit. 2Q19 oil 

price would be kept at high so energy sector results would 

have YOY growth. We are positive on 2Q19 energy sector. 

 Market Speculation On OPEC+ Decision: We previously 

expect extension of Iran sanction waiver and OPEC output 

cut. But US ended the waiver, shocking oil price. Saudi still 

has motivation for higher oil price but 3Q19 crude seasonal 

demand rises. As Iran/Venezuela export falls and Russia 

unwilling to cut, OPEC+ might suspend cuts. Brent would fall 

$5~10 by end of Jun. We expect Brent at $66~75 in 2Q19. 

Sector Strategy - Energy 

OPEC+ Scenario Analysis: Likely To Stop Cut 

Source:(Top Right, Bottom Right)Bloomberg, 2019/4/29, (Bottom Left)IMF, 2019/4, Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/4/30 

Note: OPEC+ refers to 14 OPEC members and additional 10 Non-OPEC nations 

Released Energy Results Of 1Q19 Mixed 

2019/5/19, 2019/6/25~6/26: OPEC+ 3Q19 Cut Conclusion? 
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Sector Strategy - Commodity 

Source: (Top Right)American Chemistry Council, 2019/4, (Bottom Left)Bloomberg, 2019/4/29, (Bottom Right)Cochilco, 2019/4, 

Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/4/30 

Rising Demand, Positive On 2Q19 Commodity Sector 

China Iron Ore Inventory Fell, Supporting 2Q19 Price Copper Mining Growth Slower Than Refinery 

 Supply And Strong Dollar Hit Commodity Price And 

Equity Price: Market concerned higher supply due to Brazil 

Vale Brucutu resumption. But Vale would keep sales cut of 

70M tons due to climate restricting transportation. US DOJ 

Investigated Glencore for corruption and money laundering 

last Jul which was joined by CFTC end of Apr. Its refinery 

suspension cut copper output by 3%, hitting its share price. 

 Downstream Demand Returns, Positive On 2Q19 

Commodity: Chemicals 1Q19 sales/margin slid due to off 

season and narrow spread. But 2Q19 downstream demand 

and higher capacity utilization would boost industrial gas in 

1H19. Mining undersupply benefits copper price while iron 

ore price would be high in 2Q19 despite downside pressure. 

Chemical Activities Leading Indicator Recovers 



Target Price – Rates/FI 
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Target Price 

Source: Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/5/2 : TP Adjustment 



Target Price - Equity 
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Target Price 

Source: Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/5/2 



Target Price FX/Commodity 
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Target Price 

Source: Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/5/2 
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GENERAL DISCLAIMERS: 
 
1. This document and the investments and/or products referred to herein are for information only and do not have regard to your specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. 

 
2. This document and the investments and/or products referred to herein should not be construed as any recommendation for you to enter into the investment briefly described above and this document must 

be read with CTBC’s General Terms and Conditions including without limitation Risks Disclosure Statements, Supplemental Terms and Conditions and such terms and conditions specified by CTBC from time to 
time. 
 

3. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to this document. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent professional advice from a licensed or 
exempt financial adviser before making your commitment to invest in the investments and/or products referred to herein. 
 

4. If you choose not to seek advice from a licensed or exempt financial adviser or such other independent professional, you should carefully consider whether investment in the investments and/or products 
referred to herein is suitable and appropriate for you taking into consideration the risks and associated risks. 
 

5. The final terms and conditions of the proposed investment in the investments and/or products referred to herein will have to be set out in full in the definitive trade confirmation between CTBC and you. 
 

6. CTBC does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any information contained herein or otherwise provided by CTBC at any time.  All of the information here may change at any time without notice. 
 

7. CTBC is not responsible for any loss or damage suffered arising from this document. 
 

8. CTBC may act as principal or agent in similar transactions or in transactions with respect to the instruments underlying the transaction.  
 

9. Until such time you appoint CTBC, CTBC is not acting in the capacity of your financial adviser or fiduciary. 
 

10. Investments involve risks.  Past performance figures, predictions or projections are not necessarily indicative of future or likely performance.  Actual performance may differ from the projections in this 
document. 
 

11. Any references to a company, financial product etc is used for illustrative purpose and does not represent our recommendation in any way. 
 

12. Any scenario analysis is provided for illustrative purpose only and is no indication as to future performance and it does not reflect a complete analysis of all possible scenarios that may arise under an actual 
transaction.  All opinions and estimates given in the scenarios are illustrative and do not represent actual transactions. 
 

13. The information in this document must not be reproduced or shared without our written agreement. 
 

14. This document does not identify all the risks or material considerations that may be associated with you entering into of the transaction and the transaction period you wish to consider. 
 

15. This document does not and is not intended to predict actual results and no assurances whatsoever are given with respect thereto.  It does not present all possible outcomes or takes into consideration all 
factors that may affect or influence the transaction. 
 

16. This document is based on CTBC’s understanding that you have inter alia sufficient knowledge, experience and access to professional advice to make your own evaluation and choices of the merits and risks 
of such investments and you are not relying on the CTBC nor any of our representatives or affiliates for information, advice or recommendations of any sort whatsoever. 
 

17. You should have determined without relying on CTBC or any of our representatives or affiliates for information, advice or recommendations of any sort whatsoever, the economic risks and merits as well as 
the legal tax and accounting aspects and consequences of the transaction and that you are able to fully assume such risks. 
 

18. CTBC accepts no responsibility or liability whatsoever for any loss of whatsoever nature suffered by you arising from the use of this document or reliance on the information contained herein. 
 

19. CTBC may have alliances with product providers for which CTBC may receive a fee and product providers may also receive fees from your investments. 
 

20. The following exemptions under the Financial Advisers Regulations apply to the CTBC and its representatives: 
(1) Regulation 33(1) – Exemption from complying with section 25 of the Financial Advisers Act (“FAA”) when making a recommendation in respect of (a) any designated investment product (within 

the meaning of section 25(6) of the FAA) to an accredited investor; (b) any designated investment product (within the meaning of section 25(6) of the FAA) that is a capital market product, to an 
expert investor;  

(2) Regulation 34(1) – Exemption from complying with section 27 of the FAA when making a recommendation in respect of (a) any investment product to an accredited investor; (b) any capital 
markets product to an expert investor or (c) any Government securities; 

(3) Regulations 36(1) and (2) – Exemption from complying with sections 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 34 and 36 of the FAA when providing any financial advisory service to any person outside of Singapore 
who is (a) an individual and (i) not a citizen of Singapore; (ii) not a permanent resident of Singapore; and (iii) not wholly or partly dependant on a citizen or permanent resident of Singapore; or (b) 
in any other case , a person with no commercial or physical presence in Singapore. 


